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Metastock sottware - This software will be needed in order to rank the universe of FTfs based on their relative strength. This software will
also be used to efficiently gather daily ETF prices for the past 5 years.

Reuters Datalink Subscription - A one month subscription to Reuters Datalink is needed to download the closing prices of the list of ETFs
for the past 6 years. Without the subscription, the MetaStock software will be useless as there will be no data to analyze

SUPPLIES, SERVICES & SOFTWARE TOTAL

lV. Books
Technical Analysis: The Complete Resource for Financial Market Technicians - Charles K. Kirkpatrick & Julie R. Dahlquist This book will be
used to help define the definition of relative strength that I will use in this project. This book will also help in analyzing the data collected
from backtesting the strategy.

lnvest by Knowing What Stocks to Buy and What Stocks to Sell - Charles K. Kirkpatrick
This book addresses the specifics of relative strength and how to pick outperforming stocks. This book discusses the relationship between
stock prices and time. I will use this book to see if [TFs in this project behave similarly to the stocks tested in Kirkpatrick's book.

Neither of these books can be borrowed through Murphy Library, Universal Borrowing, or the La Crosse Public Libr
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1) Preparation - This step will include research on ETFs in order to make a decision on which EfFs should be included in the backtesting. Also,
Excel documents will need to be created in order to create an efficient process as to how the actual strategy will be tested. Estimated Time -
20-30 hours

2) Actual Testing -This will be the actual time needed to test the relative strength strategy. There are 5 years of data that will be tested in this
strategy, and there will be a potential for trading on every Friday during the year. Estimated Time - 30-40 hours

3) Analysis of data - Once the testing of data is complete, the analysis of data will occur. Excel will be used to calculate ratio/potential trends,
Estimated time - 20 hours

4l Creation of end report - Once data is analyzed, a report will need to be creating in order to effectively communicate the results. Estimated
time * 10 hours

Total estimated time. 80-1.00 hours

No travelwill be needed
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October Lltn,2ot1

To Whom lt May Concern,

Please accept this letter as my indication of support for Matthew Nighbor's Undergraduate Research and Creativity
Grant proposal titled "A Practlcal Application of Relative Strength". lbelieve that the research that Matt has

proposed is both timely and valuable and that Matt is uniquely qualified to complete this research.

Matt is an intern at Stifel Nicolaus, an investment advisory firm. This internship is highly selective (they typically
only have one intern at a time) and has provided a great educational opportunity for our students working there in
the past. Chris Harkness, Matt's supervisor at Stifel Nicolaus, has been a guest speaker at UW-L on technical

trading strategies that are similar to the Relative Strength method that Matt is going to test. Through his

internship and relationship with Chris, Matt has developed the skills necessary to implement the proposed trading
strategy and determine its effectiveness. Additionally, Matt has been a student of mine in Corporate Finance (FlN

370) and Financial Modeling (FlN 400) and has done exceptionally well in both courses and I am confident that he

will do well in this venture.

I have looked at the existing research on the Relative Strength strategy and Matt's approach differs in that it is

more focused on creating a strategy that would be attractive to an individual investor. Unlike the approach in the
existent literature, Matt is developing a strategy that only includes five investments at a time, in order to reduce
transaction costs, and is modifying the traditional relative strength strategy to help reduce investor risk.

With the purchase of the MetaStock software and the Reuters Datalink Subscription, Matt will have the software
and the data necessary to complete the project. My role in the project will be to guide Matt on writing a literature
review and using the proper statistical tests to determine if the trading strategies that he has devised are an

improvement over the traditional buy-and-hold strategy of investing in exchange-traded funds.

I believe that the time estimate that Matt provided on his application of between 80 and 100 hours to complete
the project is appropriate.

I am happy to recommend Matt for this grant and look forward to working with him on this interesting project. lf
you have any questions regarding the application, please contact me via e-mail at svandalsem@uwlax.edu or by
phone at 785-8096.

Sincerely,
.. ',".4

i l.-t ''
-- ,-t" .* i "' . V \

I :_* -" q-,.'- 
Shane Van Dalsem, PhD

Assistant Professor-Fi nance
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse

College of Business Administration
Deparhnent of Finance

4&l Carl Wimberly Hali, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, 1725 State Street. [a Crosse, WI 54601
I'hone (608)785-8115, FAX (608)ZE5-8549

An affirmative action/ equal opportunitv emplover
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Att Ern GPA Att PtS
'17.000 1 7,000 1 7.000 62,000
49.000 49.000 49.000 186.500

Ern Grd Pts
4.000 A 16.000
3.000 A 12.000

Name: Matthew L Nighbor
Student lD: 100522440

Print Date:

Campus ID:
Birthdate:

1011412011

875379612
02t03t####

Program:
Ptan:
Course
ACC
BUS
ENG
HPR
MUS
PHL

Program:
Plan:
Course
ACC
BUS

ESS
t-s
POL

Student Address: W3796 Grasser Rd
Marinette, Wl 541 43-9676

Transfer Credits
Transfer Credit from 1002031 10 - Univ of Wisconsin-Marinette

MTH 207
MAT

Calculus I 5.000 B+
221 Calc&Analy Geom I

Beginning of Undergraduate Record

Fall 2007 (91412007 - 1211212007)
College of Business Admin

Accountancy Major
Description Att Ern Grd
Public Oral Comm 3.000 3.000 A
Elem Database 1.000 1.000 AB
Elem Spreadsheet 1.000 1.000 B
lvicroeco & Pub Pol 3.000 3.000 A
clbl Orgin [,4od Wld 3,000 3.000 A

Diversity Component
Elem Statistics 4-000 4.000 A
Mannerchor 1.000 1.000 A

Att Ern GPA Att
3.900 16.000 16.000 16.000
3.900 '16.000 16,000 16.000

Spr 2008 (112812008 - 5/9/2008)
College of Business Admin

Accountancy Major
Description Att Ern Grd
Acc Principles I 3.000 3.000 A
General Biology 4.000 4.000 AB
Global Macroecon 3.000 3.000 A
College Writing I 3.000 3.000 A
Intr to Philosophy 3.000 3.000 A

Att Ern GPA Att
3.870 16.000 1 6.000 16.000
3.890 32.000 32.000 32.000

222
205
202
105
105
229

321
230

104

10'1

Fall 2008 (91212008 - 1211012008)
College of Business Admin

Accountancy Major
Description Att Ern Grd
Acc Principles ll 3.000 3.000 AB
Legl Eihl Env Busi 3.000 3.000 A
American Lit ll 3.000 3.000 B
Hlthy Actv Lifstyl 3.000 3.000 AB
l\.,lusic Appreciation 2.000 2.000 A
N,,lutlicultrl Phil US 3.000 3.000 A
(ES)

Pts
10.500
12.000
9.000

10.500
8.000

12.000

2006 FALL
Term GPA
Cum GPA

Good Standing
Deans List

5-b4U
3.800

Program:
Plan:
Course
csT 110
c-s 103
c-s 104
ECO 110
Hls 101

MTH 145
MUS 157

Term GPA
Cum GPA

Good Standing
Deans List

Program:
Plan:
Course
ACC 221
Bto 105
ECO 120
ENG 1 10
PHL 1OO

Term GPA
Cum GPA

Good Standing
Deans List

Pts
12.000
3"500
3.000

12.000
12.000

16.000
4.000 Term GpA

Pts Cum GpA
62.500 Good Standing
62,500 Deans List

Program:
Plan:
Course
ACC 322

Pts ACC 325
12.000 ACC 330
14.000 FtN 35S
12.000 MGT 308
12.000
12.000 Term cpA

Pts Cum GpA
62.000 Good Standing

124.500 Dean's List

Spr 2009 (112612009 - 5/8/2009)
College of Business Admin

Accountancy Major
Descripiion Att
lntrm Accountng I 4.000
Bus/Econ Rsch 3.000
Comm
Dance Appreciation 2,000 2.000 A 8.000
lnfor Sys-Bus l\4gmt 3.000 3.000 AB 10.500
Amer Natl Govern 3.000 3.000 A 12.000

Att Ern GPA Att Pts
3.900 15.000 1 5.000 1 5.000 58.500
3.820 64.000 64.000 64.000 245.000

Fall 2009 (9/8/2009 - 1212212009)
College of Business Admin

Accountancy Major
Descriotion Att Ern Grd Pts
lntrm Accountng ll 3.000 3.000 B 9.000
CostAccounting 0.000 0.000 W 0.000
Taxation I 3.000 3.000 A 12.000
Prin Financal l\4gmt 3.000 3.000 AB 10.500
Behavior/Thry org 3.000 3.000 A 12.000

Att Ern GPA Att Pts
3.620 12.000 12.000 12.000 43.500
3.790 76.000 76.000 76.000 288.500
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Fall 2011 (91612011 - 1212912011)
College of Business Admin

Accountancy Major
Finance Major
Descriotion Att Ern
Advancd 3"000 0.000
Accounting
Physical Actvities 1.000 0.000
Ballroom Dancing
Finance Forum 3.000 0.000
Financial Modeling
Financial Modeling
Advanced Financial 3.000 0.000
Planning
lnd & Valus & Powr 3.000 0.000 0.000

Att ErN GPA Att PtS

0.000 13.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 760 136.000 123.000 '1 21 .000 455.000

Name: Matthew L Nighbor
Student lD:, 1O0522440

Program:
Plan:
Course

FIN
MGT

MKT

POL

Spr 2010 (112512010 - 511412010)
College of Business Admin

Accountancy Major
Descriotion Att Ern
Acct lnform Sysims 3.000 3,000
Wriiing Emphasis
Prin of lnvestment 3.000 3.000
Prod & Operat 3.000 3.000
Nlgmt
Priniciples of 3.000 3.000
l\,4arketing

Siate/Local Govnmt 3.000 3.000 A
Att Ern GPA Att

3.600 '1 5.000 15.000 15.000
3 760 91 000 91.000 91.000

Fall 2010 (91712010 - 1212212010)
College of Business Admin

Accountancy Major
Finance Major
Descriotion Att Ern Grd
Cost Accounting 3.000 3.000 B
lntl Fin Reporting 3.000 3.000 A
Stds IFRS
Taxaiion ll 3.000 3.000 B
Writing Emphasis
Prin of lnsurance 3.000 3.000 A
Writing Emphasis
lnv Anly/Porif Mgt 3.000 3.000 A

Att Ern GPA Att
3.600 1 5.000 1 5.000 15.000
3.740 1 06.000 106.000 106.000

Spr 2011 (112412011 - 511312011)
College of Business Admin

Accountancy Major
Finance Major
Descriotion Att Ern
lncome Tax 2.000 2.000
Prctcum
Bus Law- 3.000 3.000
Accounints
Prin of Auditing 3,000 3.000
Corporation 3.000 3.000
Finance
Money-Captl 3.000 3.000
[,4arkei
Wrkshp:Recr-Parks 3.000 3.000 A
Strategic Thinking for l\,4anager

Att Ern GPA Att
3.900 1 7.000 17,000 15.000
3 760 123 000 123.000 121.000

327

380
393

309

102

Grd
AB

A
B

AB

Program:
Plan:

Pts Plan:
10.500 Course

AUU
12.000
9,OOO ESS

10.500 FtN

12.000
Pts FIN

54.000
342.500 POL

421

100

400

Grd Pts
0.000

0.000

0.000

407

251

0.000

Term GPA
Cum GPA

Good Standing
Dean's List

Program:
Plan:
PIan:
Course
ACC

ACC

FIN

FtN 475

Term GPA
Cum GPA

Good Standing
Dean's List

Program:
Plan;
Plan:
Course
ACC 350

ACC 418

FtN 390

REC 491

Term GPA
Cum GPA

Good Standing
Dean's List

325
422

430

JbU

Term GPA
Cum GPA

Undergraduate Career Totals

Pts Cum GPA
9,000 Trans Cum GPA

12.000 Comb Cum GPA

9.000 AdmissionBusiness
Status:

12.000

12.0-00 EnglishPlacement

^, ,$li Date completed:

3il.ffi Milestone Level:

Math Placement
Staius:
Date Completed:
Milestone Level:

Pts
0.000

Att Ern GPA Att Pts
3.760 136.000 123.000 121.000 455.000
3.330 5,000 5.000 5.000 16.650
3.740 141.000 128,000 126.000 471.650

Non-Course Milestones

Completed

Completed
04t1012009
ENG 110
Exam Taken

Completed
0411012009
May enroll MTH 051 or MTH 145
Exam Taken

End of Unofficial Enrollment Record - Undergraduate

Grd
P

A

A
AB

A

ACC 438
FIN 370

12.000

12.000
10.500

12,000

12.000

Pts
58.500

455.000
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Proposal Narrative

A Practical Application of Relative Strength

Background/Statement of the ProblemlSignificance of the Project

Financial analysis of investments can be broken down into two different forms; technical and

fundamental. Fundamental analysis takes an in depth look at an individual company's financial statements

and based on the information stated within these statements investors make judgments on the strength of

the company. The overall goal of a fundamental analyst is to find the intrinsic value of a company, or in

other words how much the company is worth today based on these financial statements. Then the analyst

takes this intrinsic value and compares it to the current stock price. If the intrinsic value is more than the

current price, a fundamental analyst makes the investment (Weyns et al. 201 1).

On the other hand, technical analysis focuses solely on past prices in making investment

decisions. ln doing this, a technical analyst does not need to look at a company's financial statements or

even worry about whether or not a company is making a profit. While fundamental analysts are making

predictions about the future, technical analysts focus solely on past prices. Howevero there are many

different ways technical analysts approach analyzing past prices. In this research project, I will use a

technical strategy called relative strength. Relative strength can be described simply as a ratio between an

investment's averags daily gains and average daily losses during any given time period. For instance,

over a fwo week period, if an investment had 9 up days for a total of $7 in gains during those 9 days, the

average would b€ $7/14 days fora.5 average gain. If the losses average was.25 overthe other 5 days,

then the relative strength ratio would be .51.25 equaling 2. This ratio can be calculated for other

investments and the investments with the highest ratios are those in which the investor will select.

Relative strength has been tested by Charles Kirkpatrick, a two time winner of the Charles H.

Dow award (award for excellence in technical research)o for over 30 years (Kirkpatrick 2008). Over the

past 30 years, Kirkpatrick has used this strategy to create an investment portfolio that has grown in value

over seven times greater than an equal buy and hold strategy in the S&P 500. However, Kirkpatrick has

geared his portfolio strategy towards those with large amounts of capital available to invest. This
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research project would like to investigate whether or not there is a stratery that can capitalize from

relative strength without the need for a large amount of money to starl investing. The biggest problem

relative strength strategies face is the problem of transaction costs. Every time a stock is bought and sold,

an investor is charged money for making that transaction. These charges do not significantly affect

investors with large amounts of capital because this cost is a very small percentage of their overall

investment. However, an investor with smaller amounts to invest is more concerned about these costs

since they can significantly impact their total profit.

While Kirkpatrick has shown that relative strength can work as an investment strategy, given the

right circumstances, fundamental analysis is still the preferred investment strategy among most investors.

One of the major reasons for this is because fundamental analysis is almost exclusively covered in most

universities, including La Crosse (UW-La Crosse 2An} In fact, it has only been through my internship

at Stifel Nicolaus, an invesfrnent firm, that I have learned about the usefulness of technical analysis. One

of the main reasons technical analysis is not covered within universities is because many academics

believe in the idea of the Efficient Market Theory. Eugene Fama, professor at the University of Chicago

Booth School of Business and known by many as the father of modern finance, is one of the most famous

proponents of the efficient market theory and has throughout his career weakened the idea of technical

analysis (Fama 201l). The efficient market theory states that both public and private information is

already accounted for in the price of a stock. This then makes technical analysis impossible, according to

Fama, since future stock prices will not have any connection to past prices, making the price of stock

random from one day to the next (Fama 1o7q.

However, despite academia's regard for the efficient market theory, recent research in behavioral

finance suggests that the markets are not efficient and that there is a place for a relative strength strategy

for the common investor. Behavioral finance is the idea that investment prices are dictated by over/under

reactions to recent news, thus creating 'obubbles" in prices. Technical analysis strategies like relative

shength look to benefit from these trends created by investors. Therefore, even though technical analysis

is dismissed by many academics, there is research to suggest that it does work (Smith 201 I ). Howeveq
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the question is whether relative strenglh can be used by all or if it is only useful for the extremely

wealthy.

Objectives

This project will take the ideas laid out by Charles Kirkpatrick and create an investment stratery that

relies solely on the principles of technical analysis. The ultimate objective of this shategy will be to

produce risk adjusted returns in excess of the market benchmark. In order to help in reducing risk, I will

use exchange-traded funds ("ETFs") instead of stocks as potential investments. ETFs are investments

that are similar to mutual funds, except they have lower management fees and are easier to trade in some

cases. An ETF can help in reducing risk because it already has many investments bundled within it, much

like a mutual fund (Yahoo Finance Statr, 2011).

This strategy will not only attempt to look for a way to outperform the market, but it will also

research ways in which to make it practical for an average investor to participate in. This means that

transaction costs will need to be considered, as discussed earlier. An average investor within this research

project will be defined as an individual with $50,000 in savings. This is based on a 2009 report by the

Employee Benefit Research Institute that calculated the median value of a 45 to 54 year old person's IRA

at $65,000 (Copeland 2009). This project will not consider tax effects as the hope is to produce a

strates/ that can be implemented in a tax deferred retirement plan, such as an IRA. In making these

restrictions to the strategyo my hypothesis is that the relative strength portfolio will produce a risk

adjusted return that outperforms that of a buy and hold strategy of the same ETF's. Overall, this project

will hope to meet the following parameters in order to create a successful porffolio:

r The investment strategy outperforms the S&P 500 over the length of the investment period.

r Excess risk is not taken in the process of outperforming the market. This will be determined by

calculating the portfolio's beta and maximum drawdown of the porffolio and comparing these

results to an investment in the S&P 500 index.
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r The investment strategy is repeatable by an average investor, meaning that after considering

transaction costs, the strategy still outperforTns an equally weighted buy and hold strategy of the

ETFs invested within the relative strength strategy.

Research Methods

The research method to be used in this research project will be to backtest the investment strategy

for the past six years using the technical analysis software, MetaStock. First, I will conduct more in depth

research on relative strength and the formula involved for calculating it by studying the texts written by

Charles Kirkpatrick. After a formula has been decided upon, a list of 100 ETFs will be created including

those that focus on domestic stocks, bonds, emerging markets, currencies, and commodities.

The investments in this list will then be ranked by their relative strength and the top five will be

bought equally in the strategy. For instance, in week one of the strategy, the top five ETFs will each have

S10,000 invested in them, assuming a $50,000 starting investment. Then, the porlfolio will be reanalyzed

every other Friday and those ETFs that fall out of the top five will be sold and the new ETFs within the

top five will be bought. This backtesting will start beginning January 1", 2006 and will end December

31't, 201 1 . The data, including the relative strength rankings, will be downloaded from MetaStock and

the actual investment calculations will be completed by using Microsoft Excel. In addition to the first

strategy described, a second investment strategy will be created which will attempt to create a safer

investment strategy. This stratery will be the same as the first strategy, except that an investment will be

sold if one of two following conditions is met:

1. The ETF falls out of the top 5 on a reassessment date (every other Friday)

2. At any time, the difference between the ETF's DMI+ and DMI- is greater than 30 and then the

ETF's price falls below the 2A day simple moving average. The reason for this would be to

reduce the risk of holding ETFs that are overbought and have the potential for a large downward

correction.

The second strategy is needed due to the fact that I anticipate that the first strategy will be quite volatile,

resulting in too much risk within the portfolio. The DMI+ and DMI- are calculated by analyzing the
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closing prices of ETFs. This calculation helps to show the speed and strength in which a price is rising.

When the difference in these two numbers becomes too great, it is likely a reversal in price will occur.

Therefore, selling an ETF when this happens should reduce risk within the relative strength portfolio.

MetaStock will be used to calculate the DMI+ and DMI- and then this information will be manually

transmitted to the strategy being simulated within Microsoft Excel. This will most likely be the most time

consuming part of this project. Once the simulations are completed, the analysis portion of the project

will begin to take place. This will be done through Microsoft Excel and the results will be analyzed using

the parameters listed above. The benchmark data will also be collected through the MetaStock data

software.

Disseminating Results

The final report of this project will be presented to the Office of Undergraduate Research and will

hopefully be published within the UW-L Journal of Undergraduate Research. Furthermore, if accepted,

an oral presentation for the UW-La Crosse Celebration of Student Research and Creativity would be

created and presented. In addition to this, I will also look to present my research to student associations

within the College of Business, such as the Financial Management Association. Lastly, the research

collected in this project will be used by myself in my professional career and be disseminated to

individual investors in order to help meet their financial needs and goals.
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